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Abstract
It is not uncommon for two panels of the same circuit court to reach conflicting
conclusions after considering the same issue. Consequently, a subsequent panel addressing the
issue will face a precedential quandary, because each party to the appeal will have precedent
favoring its position. In order to resolve these dilemmas, known as intra-circuit conflicts, many
federal courts of appeal have developed principles to guide the third panel. Not surprisingly,
these courts have crafted different approaches, thus creating an inter-circuit conflict regarding
intra-circuit conflicts.
This article provides an overview of the development of precedent in federal circuit
courts through the use of three-judge panels and introduces the predicament of an intra-circuit
split. The article then outlines the conflicting approaches to resolving these splits and evaluates
their respective advantages and disadvantages.
Three-Judge Panels and the Doctrine of Stare Decisis
Every federal court of appeals is authorized to decide cases using three-judge panels.2
These panels decide the vast majority of cases, as en banc hearings are generally disfavored.3
Three-judge panels are not separate courts; they speak on behalf of the circuit. Therefore, a
decision issued by a panel is entitled to deference from later panels under the doctrine of stare
decisis. According to that principle, a panel presented with a case that is legally and factually
indistinguishable from a prior case should reach the same result as did the prior panel.4
In order to reinforce this doctrine, every circuit court has prescribed the prudential rule
that a later panel may not overrule a decision issued by a prior panel; only the en banc court or
the Supreme Court may take that step.5 Later panels steadfastly adhere to this prior panel
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precedent rule by frequently citing their disagreement with a previous panel’s decision while
simultaneously following it as the law of the circuit.6
A later panel, however, may reach a result inconsistent with that of a prior panel in
limited circumstances. If an intervening statute, Supreme Court decision, or en banc decision
sufficiently undercuts the previous decision, the later panel may reach an inconsistent result.7 In
some circuits, a later panel may overrule a decision of a prior panel if the later panel circulates its
opinion to the court’s active judges for their approval.8 Further, some circuits recognize that in
“relatively rare instances” where subsequent authority provides “sound reason” to believe that
the first panel would now reach a different result, the later panel may choose not to follow the
prior panel.9
These exceptions are narrow, however, as later panels are “for the most part, bound by
prior panel decisions closely on point.”10 Accordingly, a prior panel decision that has
definitively resolved an issue ordinarily directs the outcome of a later case involving that same
issue.
What Are Intra-Circuit Splits and How Do They Happen?
Despite the doctrine of stare decisis and the prior panel precedent rule, later panels
inevitably issue decisions that conflict with the decisions of prior panels. Any inconsistency
between two panel decisions is not necessarily an intra-circuit split, however. A third panel will
first attempt to reconcile the conflicting cases before concluding that a true intra-circuit split
exists. The third panel may conclude that the decisions do not actually conflict because of a key
factual distinction between the cases.
If the conflicting cases cannot be reconciled, however, a true intra-circuit split exists.
Simply defined, an intra-circuit split refers to the situation where two panels have reached
inconsistent conclusions when presented with the same issue, similar material facts, and the same
controlling law. For example, one panel may have concluded that a statute authorizing suits
against the government contains an implied exception in a specific circumstance, while another
panel may have concluded that no such exception exists in that circumstance.11 In another
example, a panel may have concluded that in a diversity suit, the scope of closing argument is a
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procedural issue governed by federal law, while another panel may have concluded that state law
governs that substantive question.12
There are several explanations of how intra-circuit splits arise. One such explanation is
that the second panel and the parties to a case failed to discover the previous panel’s decision
during the course of their research. Another explanation for an intra-circuit splits is that the
second panel distinguished the two decisions when, in reality, the cases are not materially
different. A more controversial reason for two panels reaching conflicting decisions, however, is
that the second panel intentionally omitted discussion of the first case in order to achieve a
different result. Regardless of the reasons for their creation, these intra-circuit splits signal
uncertainty for the third panel.
Resolving Intra-Circuit Splits
In most federal courts of appeal, resolution of an intra-circuit split is straightforward: the
earliest decision controls.13 But in the Eighth Circuit, a third panel faced with conflicting
decisions of two previous panels may choose which decision to follow,14 and in the Ninth
Circuit, a third panel is instructed to immediately call for the en banc court to resolve an intracircuit conflict.15
The earliest-decided rule provides that when a third panel discovers conflicting panel
decisions, and the third panel cannot reconcile the previous cases or distinguish the instant case,
the third panel must follow the decision of the first panel.16 Under this approach, only the en
banc court may consider which of the conflicting decisions is best. The earliest-decided rule is
considered an extension of the prior-panel-precedent rule and the doctrine of stare decisis.
Under the Eighth Circuit’s approach, the third panel may consider several factors in
choosing between conflicting decisions, including: whether other Eighth Circuit cases have
followed one approach over the other, the prevailing view among other circuits, general
developments in the law, reason, and common sense. The Eighth Circuit describes its approach
as choosing which precedent to follow rather than as overruling a prior panel.17
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In the Ninth Circuit a panel facing a true intra-circuit split “must call for en banc review,
which the court will normally grant unless the prior decisions can be distinguished.”18 Under
this approach, a third panel may not follow the earliest-decided rule or choose between
conflicting precedents; that function is solely allocated to the en banc court.19 The Ninth Circuit
designed this approach to maintain uniformity among the circuit’s decisions.
Critiquing the Approaches
Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages, as each approach is founded
upon value judgments concerning the appropriate role of Article III judges. Although the
earliest-decided rule is the most widely followed, both the Eighth and Ninth Circuits present
compelling alternatives for resolving intra-circuit conflicts.
The primary advantage of the earliest-decided rule is that it is a bright-line rule: it
promotes uniformity, consistency, and predictability within the circuit.20 Under this rule,
practitioners and judges can quickly ascertain the law of the circuit by reference to the dates of
decision when two panels are in conflict.
The earliest-decided rule also discourages manufactured conflicts by rogue panels, as a
second panel’s ruling is given no effect if it conflicts with an earlier decision.21 The rule, has
therefore been described as “more respectful” of the prior panel precedent rule and the doctrine
of stare decisis.22 The rule quickly ends intra-circuit splits, forcing later panels to call for an en
banc hearing rather than deviate from the precedent with which they disagree.23
The earliest-decided rule has many flaws, however. The rule is arbitrary: it requires blind
adherence to the earliest panel decision rather than a reasoned analysis of conflicting
precedents.24 Furthermore, it does not consider whether the first panel was mistaken or whether
the law has developed since that point.25
Ironically, the earliest-decided rule violates the rule it seeks to enforce (the prior panel
precedent rule), as it requires a third panel to overrule the panel that created the split.26 Judge
Niemeyer of the Fourth Circuit, in an effort to promote the Eighth Circuit’s approach, has seized
on this difficulty and noted that the principle of stare decisis and the prior panel precedent rule
are prudential: that is, they are judicially created to promote consistency and uniformity of
decisions.27 In contrast, statutorily authorized three-judge panels to decide cases on behalf of the
18
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circuit court, and this authorization includes the constitutional power to overrule prior circuit
cases.28 Because a second three-judge panel has the power to overrule a prior panel, a prudential
rule requiring a third panel to disregard the second panel’s ruling ignores the second panel’s
constitutional and statutory authority to decide cases.29 Essentially, Judge Niemeyer contends
that the earliest-decided rule elevates the prudential doctrine of stare decisis to a constitutional
status.30
In contrast, the Eighth Circuit’s approach acknowledges that the second panel, while
acting imprudently, acted with constitutional authority when creating the circuit split. Because
the third panel has no choice but to overrule one of the previous panels, it should do so
according to reason rather than chronology.31 Of course, the Eighth Circuit does not describe its
approach as overruling a prior panel, but as choosing between the conflicting decisions. By
choosing, however, the court implicitly overrules one panel. Thus, a third panel may consider
whether the earliest decision was correct and whether the law has changed since that point.32
Judge Niemeyer has also asserted that the Eighth Circuit’s approach encourages a more
worthwhile attempt at reconciling the conflicting cases or distinguishing the instant case, as well
as a quicker determination that an en banc hearing is necessary.33
The primary concern with the Eighth Circuit’s approach is that it encourages a panel
dissatisfied with the decision of a previous panel to manufacture an intra-circuit split in order to
alter the settled law of the circuit.34 Future panels can also continue the split by choosing which
line of precedent to follow on a case-by-case basis.35 This creates confusion and uncertainty
within the circuit.36
Both the earliest-decided rule and the Eighth Circuit’s approach raise questions
concerning the proper role of en banc review. The earliest-decided rule has been maligned as a
hyperactive, unnecessary remedy considering a circuit’s ability to resolve an intra-circuit split
with an en banc hearing.37 The Eighth Circuit’s approach has been paradoxically trumpeted as
promoting a faster en banc review38 and criticized as stalling the en banc process.39
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Under the Ninth Circuit’s approach, en banc review serves as the remedy for intra-circuit
splits, quickly ending uncertainty within the circuit. There is little delay in initiating the en banc
process, as a panel facing an intra-circuit split is prohibited from following either the earliestdecided rule or the Eighth Circuit’s approach, and instead must immediately call for en banc
review.40 This approach promotes efficient resolution of intra-circuit conflicts and increased
stability of circuit law.
The chief drawback to the Ninth Circuit’s approach is that it may overuse the en banc
process. Panels facing an apparent intra-circuit split may be hesitant to reconcile inconsistent
cases or distinguish the instant case, prematurely opting to refer the case to the en banc court.
This approach also deprives the full court of the benefit of a panel’s reasoned analysis of
conflicting precedents. Considering that en banc review is designed for exceptional cases,41 and
that it is a very time-consuming procedure,42 the Ninth Circuit’s approach may burden the circuit
with cases that could be adequately resolved under the other approaches.
Setting aside the merits of each approach, when a practitioner encounters an intra-circuit
split, he should first ascertain which of the approaches his circuit follows. If the circuit follows
the earliest-decided rule, the analysis is simple, but a case in the Eighth or Ninth Circuit will
require more extensive argument. Because resolution of these splits is a matter left to each
individual circuit, an inter-circuit split is likely to continue concerning this issue. Accordingly,
an appellate lawyer should familiarize himself with each approach to resolving intra-circuit
conflicts.
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